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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 

Experienced front-end developer, passionate about building engaging and intuitive user-facing experiences. Skilled in 
writing clean, reusable code using JavaScript frameworks like Vue, React and Gatsby. Self-starter with strong 
communication skills, a desire to understand the bigger picture, and a love for collaboration with fellow developers. 
Committed to maintaining website integrity through health checks, security patches, and ad-hoc development. 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Klick Health 
Web Developer               JAN 2022 – NOV 2022 

• Created clean, client-side code for fully featured web applications, banner advertisements, and interactive visual aids 

• Worked in a fast-paced digital marketing agency, while collaborating with editorial and QA teams to ensure the projects 
met the clients' design while adhering to regulatory requirements for pharmaceutical marketing campaigns. 

• Technologies Used: HTML5, JavaScript, CSS3, SCSS, Google Analytics, .NET, Vue, React, Gatsby, Contentful, 
Figma, CRM (Veeva & Salesforce), Email Development, AWS, Node.JS, Jenkins 

 

Ed Mirvish Enterprises, Ltd.        
Usher, Ed Mirvish & CAA Theatres     OCT 2021 – MAR 2020 

• Maintained a welcoming environment by positively engaging with over 100 patrons per night across multiple 
venues. 

• Communicated important information to the audience and resolved patron’s conflicts or issues. 
 

EDUCATION 

Juno College of Technology  

Web Development Immersive Bootcamp      2021 

Ryerson School of Performance  
Performance Production Program  2014 - 2020  

Recent Projects 

Vaughan Pediatric Clinic – Official Website LIVE 

Gatsby | Sanity | graphql | GSAP 

• Redesigned the website for the Vaughan Pediatric Clinic, located in Woodbridge ON 

• Content for clinic staff, FAQ, and clinic updates managed through Sanity headless CMS 

Will it Emo Night?   GIT REPO | LIVE 
React | Redux | RESTful API | Styled-Components | OAuth2 

• Users search for a song using the Spotify API to view its “energy” and “valence” (how happy/sad a song is) ratings. 

• Songs that are considered energetic & sad enough can then be added to the user’s “Emo Night Playlist.” 

• The playlist can then be added to their Spotify Account. 

The Beef Shop GIT REPO | LIVE 

Gatsby | Sanity | graphql | Styled-Components 

• A sample commerce web page for a Chicago-style Italian Beef restaurant. 

• Users can add items from the menu to their cart, which they can view along with the total cost (optionally with an 
additional tip) on a checkout page. 

Additional Skills 

HTML | CSS | SCSS | JavaScript (ES6+) | jQuery | REST APIs | Firebase | React | Redux | Vue | Gatsby | Typescript | 

Accessibility | Version Control | Git | GitHub | Paired Programming | Team-based Development | Scope Management | 

Google Analytics | GraphQL | Headless CMS | Adobe InDesign | Adobe Photoshop | Adobe XD | Figma | Shopify (Liquid) | 

AWS | Python | Node.js 
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